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for effect, and the unintentional, which, though still felt to
be metaphors, are used merely as a part of the ordinary vocabu-
lary. It may seem at first sight that this classification leaves us
where we were: how can we know whether a writer uses a
particular metaphor consciously or unconsciously ? We cannot
know for certain: it is enough if we think that he used it con-
sciously, and know that we should have used it consciously
ourselves; experience will tell us how far our perceptions in
this respect differ from other people's. Most readers, we think,
will agree in the main with our classification of the following
instances; they are taken at random from a couple of pages
of the Spectator.
These we should call dead: 'his views were personal*; 'carry
out his policy'; 'not acceptable to his colleagues''; 'the Chancellor
proposed?'; 'some grounds for complaint''; lrefrain from talking
about them'; 'the remission of the Tea-duty'; 'sound policy';
'a speech almost entirely composed of extracts'\ 'reduction of
taxation'; 'discussion''; 'the low price of Consols'; 'falls due';
*succeeded*', 'will approach their task'; 'delivered a speech';
'postponing to a future year'. The next are living, but not in-
tentional metaphor; the writer is aware that his phrase is still
picturesque in effect, but has not chosen it for that reason: 'a
Protestant atmosphere1'; 'this would leave a margin of £122,000';
'the loss of elasticity* in the Fund; 'recasting our whole Fiscal
system'; 'to uphold the unity of the Empire'; 'to strengthen
the Exchequer balances'; 'all dwelt on the grave injury'; 'his
somewhat shattered authority'; 'the policy of evasion, now
pursued'; 'throws new light on the situation'; 'a gap in our fiscal
system'. Intentional metaphors are of course less plentiful:
'the home-rule motion designed to "draw" Sir Henry'; 'a
dissolving view of General Elections'; 'this reassuring declara-
tion knocks the bottom out of the plea of urgency'; 'the
scattered remnants of that party might ratty after the disastrous
defeat'.
One or two general remarks may be made before we proceed
to instances. It is scarcely necessary to warn any one against
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